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ABSTRACT

Objective: To evaluate the interrater reliability of the new International Behavioural Variant FTD
Criteria Consortium (FTDC) criteria for behavioral variant frontotemporal dementia (bvFTD).
Methods: Twenty standardized clinical case modules were developed for patients with a range of
neurodegenerative diagnoses, including bvFTD, primary progressive aphasia (nonfluent, semantic, and logopenic variant), Alzheimer disease, and Lewy body dementia. Eighteen blinded raters
reviewed the modules and 1) rated the presence or absence of core diagnostic features for the
FTDC criteria, and 2) provided an overall diagnostic rating. Interrater reliability was determined
by k statistics for multiple raters with categorical ratings.

Results: The mean k value for diagnostic agreement was 0.81 for possible bvFTD and 0.82 for
probable bvFTD (“almost perfect agreement”). Interrater reliability for 4 of the 6 core features had
“substantial” agreement (behavioral disinhibition, perseverative/compulsive, sympathy/empathy,
hyperorality; k 5 0.61–0.80), whereas 2 had “moderate” agreement (apathy/inertia, neuropsychological; k 5 0.41–0.6). Clinician years of experience did not significantly influence rater accuracy.

Conclusions: The FTDC criteria show promise for improving the diagnostic accuracy and reliability
of clinicians and researchers. As disease-altering therapies are developed, accurate differential
diagnosis between bvFTD and other neurodegenerative diseases will become increasingly
important. Neurologyâ 2013;80:1973–1977
GLOSSARY
bvFTD 5 behavioral variant frontotemporal dementia; DLB 5 dementia with Lewy bodies; FTDC 5 International Behavioural
Variant FTD Criteria Consortium; lvPPA 5 logopenic variant primary progressive aphasia; nfPPA 5 nonfluent variant primary
progressive aphasia; SE 5 standard error; svPPA 5 semantic variant primary progressive aphasia; UC 5 University of
California; UCSF 5 University of California San Francisco.

Behavioral variant frontotemporal dementia (bvFTD) is a clinical syndrome characterized by profound changes in personality and behavior. Initially believed to be rare, it has now been determined to be a common cause of early-onset dementia, equal in prevalence to Alzheimer disease
(AD) in individuals younger than 65 years.1,2 In the absence of definitive antemortem biomarkers
for the disease, diagnosis is based on the presence or absence of symptoms. Unfortunately, clinical
diagnosis of this syndrome remains challenging, especially within the primary care community.
To address this issue, an international group of experts (International Behavioural Variant FTD
Criteria Consortium) recently developed empirically based criteria for bvFTD (FTDC criteria3)
that reflect major advances in our understanding of the disease. A recent validation study using
pathology-confirmed cases substantiates its sensitivity in detecting bvFTD.3
The FTDC criteria were designed for broad-based use, but their sensitivity and specificity
depend to some degree on how reliably they are applied. As such, the primary purpose of this
study was to assess the interrater reliability of the new FTDC criteria for bvFTD within a heterogeneous group of patients with neurodegenerative disease. A secondary purpose was to determine
From the Memory and Aging Center (A.K.L., A.B., P.T., S.W., S.J.S., D.C.P., Z.A.M., G.N., J.H., L.T.T., M.C.T., G.K., B.L.M., J.H.K.),
Department of Neurology, University of California San Francisco; Department of Neurology (K.R.), University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia;
Clinique de Mémoire (R.J.L.), Département des Sciences Neurologiques, Centre Hospitalier Affilié Universitaire de Québec, Canada; Department
of Neuroscience (D.G., D.P.S.), University of California San Diego; Department of Neurology (S.T.F., B.K., J.M.O., L.Q.P.), University of
California Davis; Department of Neurology (M.F.M., P.-H.T., E.T.), University of California Los Angeles; and Department of Neurology (B.C.D.,
K.D.-R., S.M.), Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA.
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whether length of experience with diagnosis
and management of neurodegenerative disease
influences interrater reliability.
METHODS Participants. Raters. Fifteen neurologists and 3
neuropsychologists were recruited to participate in the study.
Their experience with diagnosing dementia syndromes ranged
from 1 to 33 years (median 5 7.0 years). At the time of their
participation, all raters were working at the following academic
medical centers: University of California (UC) San Francisco
(UCSF), UC Davis, UC Los Angeles, UC San Diego, and Harvard University/Massachusetts General Hospital.
Video module participants. Twenty patients and their caregivers
were recruited through our research program at the UCSF Memory
and Aging Center. Patients were diagnosed via comprehensive multidisciplinary patient evaluation and consensus case conference.
Our evaluation consists of a history and neurologic examination, neuropsychological testing, caregiver interviews/questionnaires, and diagnostic imaging. A consensus diagnosis is then made after presentation
from each of the professionals involved in the patient’s evaluation.
Given that none of our patients is deceased, for the purposes of
this study, we consider our diagnosis the “gold standard.” Patient
diagnoses included AD (n 5 4), dementia with Lewy bodies (DLB)
(n 5 1), bvFTD (n 5 5), nonfluent variant primary progressive
aphasia (nfPPA) (n 5 3), semantic variant primary progressive aphasia (svPPA) (n 5 4), and logopenic variant primary progressive aphasia (lvPPA) (n 5 3). Demographic information for these participants
is listed in the table.

Standard protocol approvals, registrations, and patient
consents. This research was approved by the UCSF Human
Research Protection Program Independent Review Board and the
Human Research Institutional Review Boards at UC Davis, UC
Los Angeles, UC San Diego, and Harvard University/Massachusetts General Hospital. Written informed consent was obtained
from all participants (or their guardians).

Materials. Raters were asked to evaluate each patient module
using the FTDC criteria,3 which are detailed in appendix e-1 on
the Neurology® Web site at www.neurology.org. Modules were
created for a total of 20 patients with 1 of 6 diagnoses (AD,
DLB, bvFTD, nfPPA, svPPA, lvPPA). Each module was
standardized and contained 3 types of media:
1. Written history and summarized test results:
a. History of presenting illness, medical, social, and family
history, summary of the physical and neurologic examination, current medications, neuropsychological testing

Table

results (UCSF Bedside Cognitive Screening Battery4 and
Benson Figure Test5), and scores from neuropsychiatric and
functional measures (Clinical Dementia Rating Scale,6 Neuropsychiatric Inventory,7 and Functional Activities
Questionnaire8).
2. Videotaped interactions with the patient and/or caregiver (see
appendix e-1 for additional information):
a. Neurologic examination: spontaneous speech, motor
speech, eye movements, and motor and gait evaluation.
b. Language testing: examination of spontaneous speech,
object naming, irregular word reading, single word and
sentence comprehension, single word and sentence repetition, and knowledge regarding famous faces.
c. Caregiver interview: questions relating to time frame and
nature of first symptoms, changes in specific domains of
cognition, motor function, sleep, behavior, and activities
of daily living, new-onset psychiatric symptoms, and
questions specific to bvFTD (e.g., disinhibition, apathy,
decreased empathy, compulsivity, hyperorality).
3. Magnetic resonance imaging:
a. Structural MRI scans showing T1- and T2-weighted images.

Procedure. The written portion of the patient modules was
posted on a secure Web site, which raters accessed remotely. In
addition to the modules, the Web site included separate written
descriptions of the specific questions asked during the neurologic
examination and caregiver interview and a description of each of
the neuropsychological tasks. The FTDC criteria for bvFTD were
also posted (alongside a downloadable PDF with check boxes that
the raters were asked to complete while reviewing the module).
The videos and MRI scans were mailed directly to the raters. Each
rater was blinded to the patient’s diagnosis. The raters were not
made aware of the total proportion of bvFTD cases within the
sample. The raters’ instructions were posted on the Web site and
listed as follows: “Each rater will carefully review the patient
information presented on this site (e.g., Module 1), review the
imaging data and watch the 3 videos for each module (neurologic
exam, language testing and caregiver interview). The rater will
then use the information presented to rate the patient on each
symptom listed on the FTDC criteria form which you can download as a PDF.” After reviewing the materials, the raters 1) rated
each patient on each core diagnostic feature for the FTDC criteria
(yes, no, don’t know), and 2) provided an overall diagnostic rating
(e.g., yes, no, don’t know) for both possible bvFTD and probable
bvFTD. Completed modules were mailed back to the study coordinator, along with the DVDs and MRI disc.
Statistical analysis. Rater agreement by core symptoms (behavioral disinhibition, apathy/inertia, loss of sympathy/empathy,

Demographics for video module participantsa
AD/DLB (n 5 5)

bvFTD (n 5 5)

nfPPA (n 5 3)

svPPA (n 5 4)

lvPPA (n 5 3)

Age, y

63 (57–85)

68 (57–70)

75 (62–78)

63 (60–71)

55 (54–80)

Sex, M:F

3:2

4:1

2:1

2:2

3:0

Education, y

16 (14–20)

15 (13–19)

18 (16–20)

15 (13–18)

12 (12–16)

MMSE score

24.0 (23–28)

25.0 (22–29)

27.0 (23–30)

24.5 (21–28)

22.0 (18–26)

CDR Scale score

1.0 (0.5–2)

2.0 (1–2)

0.0 (0–1)

0.75 (0.5–1)

0.5 (0.5–2)

Abbreviations: AD 5 Alzheimer disease; bvFTD 5 behavioral variant frontotemporal dementia; CDR 5 Clinical Dementia Rating; DLB 5 dementia with Lewy bodies; lvPPA 5 logopenic variant primary progressive aphasia; MMSE 5 Mini-Mental State
Examination; nfPPA 5 nonfluent variant primary progressive aphasia; svPPA 5 semantic variant primary progressive aphasia.
a
Values are presented as median (range) unless otherwise noted.
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perseverative or compulsive behaviors, hyperorality, neuropsychological profile), diagnostic imaging, and diagnosis (possible
or probable bvFTD) were determined via the k statistic for multiple raters, with categorical ratings. The k statistic is the rate of
observed agreement between all possible pairs of ratings adjusted
for the proportion of agreement expected to occur by chance.9
Guidelines regarding magnitude of agreement suggest the following: values 0–0.20 5 slight agreement, 0.21–0.40 5 fair agreement,
0.41–0.60 5 moderate agreement, 0.61–0.80 5 substantial agreement, and 0.81–1 5 almost perfect agreement.10 To determine
whether any center was an outlier for rater agreement, the analyses
were repeated by removing each center systematically (by removing
all of the individual raters from the center) and then rerunning the
analysis. Logistic regression was applied to determine whether number of years of experience was statistically related to the rater’s accuracy
regarding diagnosis. All missing items (39/3,240 5 1.2% of observations) and items marked “Don’t Know” (194/3,240 5 6% of
observations) were excluded from the analysis.
RESULTS Diagnostic agreement among raters per core

feature/diagnostic imaging. Interrater reliabilities for
the core diagnostic features of the FTDC criteria
are shown in the figure. Four of the core features
(behavioral disinhibition, loss of sympathy/empathy,
perseverative/compulsive behaviors, and hyperorality)
demonstrated “substantial” agreement and the remaining 2 core features (apathy/inertia and neuropsychological profile) displayed “moderate” agreement.
Interrater reliability for diagnostic imaging (significant atrophy in frontal/temporal lobes) showed “substantial” agreement (mean k value: 0.66; standard
error [SE]: 0.016).
Diagnostic agreement among raters/sites for diagnosis.

The mean k value for diagnostic agreement was 0.81

Figure

Interrater reliability of each core clinical symptom of the FTDC criteria

Mean k values (standard error) per core symptom; total number of raters 5 18. FTDC 5
International Behavioural Variant FTD Criteria Consortium.

(SE: 0.12) for possible bvFTD, and 0.82 (SE: 0.08)
for probable bvFTD, indicating that among the 18
raters, “almost perfect agreement” was achieved.
When this analysis was repeated by systematically
removing all of the raters from individual sites
(thereby leaving 4 of 5 sites in the analysis), mean k
values for both possible and probable bvFTD remained essentially unchanged, suggesting that ratings
remained consistent across sites without significant
outliers.
Rater accuracy vs years of experience diagnosing dementia.

Logistic regression was applied to determine whether
number of years of experience in diagnosing dementia
influenced rater accuracy for diagnosis of possible and
probable bvFTD. Using our center’s multidisciplinary
diagnosis as the “gold standard diagnosis,” we coded
each rater’s yes/no diagnosis of probable and possible
bvFTD as either correct (1) or incorrect (0). These
values were then entered into the logistic regression,
using number of years experience as the continuous
predictor variable. Based on all 20 patient modules,
the odds ratio was 1.03 (95% confidence interval:
0.98–1.08; p 5 0.26), indicating that more years of
experience did not result in greater accuracy.
Which patients were misclassified as bvFTD? In addition
to determining rater accuracy for patients who carried
a diagnosis of bvFTD, we were interested in determining which patients might be susceptible to misclassification. Review of rater responses for each
patient regarding diagnosis (e.g., yes/no for possible
and probable bvFTD) indicated that, of all 5 nonbvFTD patient groups (AD/DLB, nfPPA, svPPA,
and lvPPA) only patients with svPPA (n 5 4) were
misclassified as having bvFTD. Raters misclassified
the 4 patients with svPPA as meeting criteria for both
possible and probable bvFTD on average of 32% of
responses.
DISCUSSION The results of this study demonstrate
the reliability of the new FTDC criteria for bvFTD.
Furthermore, they indicate that clinicians with varying years of experience and professional backgrounds
can accurately and reliably apply the FTDC criteria to
different neurodegenerative disease presentations.
In 1999, Lopez et al.11 evaluated the sensitivity,
specificity, and reliability of diagnostic criteria for several neurodegenerative syndromes, including bvFTD.
Using the Lund-Manchester criteria,12 they found a k
value of 0.75 based on a total of 4 expert raters. In the
present study, we found reliability coefficients above
0.8 for both possible and probable bvFTD, demonstrating improved reliability compared with the
Lund-Manchester criteria. Moreover, whereas Lopez
et al. achieved their results through the use of only
expert raters, we were able to demonstrate excellent
Neurology 80
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interrater reliability for the FTDC criteria using raters
from multiple centers with varying levels of expertise
(e.g., residents, fellows, and experienced clinicians).
Importantly, there were few cases in which misclassification occurred. Of those that did arise, they
were confined exclusively to cases with svPPA.
Although the diagnostic criteria for svPPA are based
on changes in language,13 it is well known that patients with svPPA often demonstrate significant alterations in emotion and behavior. Indeed, several
researchers have investigated behavioral symptomatology in patients with svPPA and have found significant overlap between svPPA and bvFTD regarding
both particular behaviors (e.g., disinhibition, reduced
empathy, compulsions, altered food preferences) and
pattern of neuroanatomical degeneration.14–18 As
such, it seems possible that certain cases of svPPA
may actually meet diagnostic criteria for both syndromes (both bvFTD and svPPA).
In addition to evaluating diagnostic accuracy, demonstrating the reliability of a set of diagnostic criteria is
important because it helps to clarify which items in the
criteria lead to diagnostic disagreement. For example,
2 “core” clinical symptoms in the FTDC criteria only
achieved moderate agreement among raters (early apathy and neuropsychological profile). Given the ubiquity of apathy in most neurodegenerative diseases, this
finding was surprising. Additionally, in the validity
study by Rascovsky et al.,3 it was the second most
frequent feature endorsed in pathology-confirmed
cases of bvFTD. One potential reason for this issue
may be attributable to clinician differences in the
operational definition of apathy or the interpretation
of “early” apathy.19 Another potential reason may
relate to the idiosyncratic pattern of frontal-lobe
degeneration unique to each patient. For example,
patients with predominant degeneration of the medial
frontal lobes tend to display significant levels of apathy, whereas those with predominant ventromedial
prefrontal cortex degeneration tend to show greater
levels of disinhibition.20 A number of issues may have
contributed to rater disagreement for the neuropsychological profile. For example, test scores can be variable, even within a cognitive domain (e.g., 2 impaired
scores on memory testing, whereas one is average),
leading to difficulty in making a judgment about
whether a domain is impaired or not. In addition, it
can be difficult to interpret neuropsychological test
scores without the benefit of observing a patient’s
behavior during testing. A patient can perform poorly
on a test for more than one reason (e.g., perform
poorly on a figure copy task because of inattention,
rather than a true visuospatial deficit).21 Regardless,
these findings make it clear that these symptom definitions will require clarification in future revisions of
the criteria.
1976
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We chose to use standardized vignette-based
modules that each clinician reviewed and rated. This
method is arguably very different from a “live” interaction between a clinician and the patient/caregiver,
whereby the clinician pursues his or her own line of
questioning based on the answers provided by the
patient and informant. An alternative approach that
may have better simulated a “real-life” clinical interaction would have been to have individual clinicians
interview the same series of patients in person, such
that each clinician could gather the information
required for diagnosis using his or her own clinical
judgment. It is possible that this method may have
generated even larger k values, as clinicians could clarify
responses and gather more data than the set quantity of
information provided by the vignettes. However, the
alternate is also possible, should the amount and clarity
of information provided in our vignettes be much
greater than that gathered by the typical clinician.
For many clinicians, the most significant diagnostic challenge regarding bvFTD occurs when patients
present with atypical early-onset AD22 or overlapping
psychiatric symptoms such as depression, compulsivity, or mania.23 Unfortunately, our sample size for
each diagnostic group was small (5 maximum) and
weighted toward cases of bvFTD or primary progressive aphasia. Although our study represents a significant first step toward determining the reliability of the
FTDC criteria, future studies should consider using a
larger and more diverse set of patients to examine the
criteria’s reliability.
The findings of this study support the use of the
new FTDC criteria. It is important that major neurodegenerative disease research centers incorporate
these criteria into their clinics and research programs
so that we may evaluate their utility and continue to
improve on them. As the population ages and diseasemodifying therapies for neurodegenerative disease are
developed, rapid, accurate diagnosis of bvFTD will be
of increasing importance.
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